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This paper shows how to construct analogs of Reed-Muller codes from partially ordered sets. 
In the case that the partial:; ordered set is Eulertan the length of the code is the number of 
elements in the poset, the dimension is the size of a sePected order ideal and the minimum 
distance is the minimum size of a principal dual ideal generated by a member of the order ideal. 
In this case, the maiority logic method of decoding Reed-Muller codes works for incidence 
codes. A number of interesting combinatorial questions arise from the study of these codes. 
1. Introduction 
An (n, k, d) linear code C over a field F is a k-dimensional subspace of F” such 
that each nonzero vector in C has at least d nonzero entries. In this paper, we 
present a method for constructing codes from partially ordered sets. When this 
method is applied to the subsets of a set, ordered by set inclusion, it yields the 
well known Reed-Muller codes. When applied to a larger class of posets 
(Eulerian posets with the least upper bound property), it yields majority logic 
decodable codes quite analogous to Reed-Muller codes. Although this construc- 
tion is extremely elementary and has not as yet yielded new information about 
Reed-Muller codes, it leads to a number of interesting combinatorial questions 
involving polytopes and Miibius algebras of partially ordered sets. 
We use the notation P = (X, G) to stand for the set X partially ordered by a 
relation S. We assume X is finite and labeled as {x,, x2, . . . , x,}. The M6bius 
function of P [5] will bz of fundamental importance in our work. If Z is the 
matrix given by 
zij = C(Xi, Xj) = l I 
. 
If xi s xjv 
0 otherwise, 
then 2’ has an inverse M (over the integers) and the Mtibius function of P is given 
bY 
p(Xi, xi) = M... 
IJ 
The fundamental theorem of Miibius inversion (denoted by ITMI hereafter) is: 
(FTMI) If f and g are functions defined on X with values in ian abelian pup, then 
f(x) = c d-4 
y:y==x 
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if and only if 
(Note that since ti is integer valued this sum makes sense in any abelian group.) 
2. Constructing codes frOm pcrsets 
For each XE X we define vectors u, and e, by 
if X<Xi, 
otherwjse 
and 
c,(i) = S(x, Xi)= 
1 if X = xici, 
0 otherwise. 
Pmposition 1. The vectors v, form a basis fw the vector space F”. 
proof, By FTMI each e, is a linear combination of the vectors u,. Cl 
Rqwsition 2. If v = CxtX a,v, = Cxex b,e,, then a, = CzzzGx p(z, x)b,. 
Proof. By FTMI, e, =&:Yax p(x, y)v,. Thus 
v= c b, 1 pk y)v, = c c b,cc(z, Y)V, 
XCX y:y=x .,EX 2:zs-y 
By equating coefficients, we obtain the conclusion of the proposition. 0 
For each subset S of X, let RM(P, S) be the subspace of F” spanned by the 
elements us for s E S. This is an ISI dimensional code. We shall call the codes 
RM(P, S) the incidence codes of I? 
3. Codes constructed from Eulerian posets 
We say P is Eulerian if in each interval of P, aill maximal chains have the same 
length and the Mobius function is given by 
@ix, y) = (‘-- lpyJ, 
when x Ic less than or equal to y, (Z[x. y] s;ands for the length of the interval from 
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x to y). (The term is due to Richard Stanley.) Standard examples of Eulerian 
Posets, from [6] are: 
(1) The subsets of a set, ordered by set inclusion. 
(2) The faces of a convex polytope, ordered by set inclusion. 
(3) the simplexes of a simplicial polytope, ordered by set inclusion. 
In addition, a partially ordered set whose Mobius function is always odd is 
Eulerian in the 2 element field. 
We assume for the remainder of this section that our partially ordered set is 
Eulerian (in the field under consideration) and that given two elements x and y 
with an upper bound, they have a least upper bound, denoted by xvy. The 3 
examples above all have this property. 
Now let x be a maximal element of S, and let w XX. Then for the vector 
v = C a,~,, a, =0 for w>x, so 
a, = Nx, w)a, = 1 I.&, Wz 
z:zsw 
= c c dz, w)bz 
y:xsysw z:zvx=y 
= c c d, yhdy, w)bz 
y :xsy<w z :zvx=y 
= 1 dy, W)f(Y), 
y :xsysw 
where f(v) = Cz:zvx=y P (t, y)b,. Then the dual form of FTMI gives us 
f(w) = C 6(x, da, = a,, 
y :xsysw 
which gives us 
Proposition 3. For each x maximal in S and each w 3 x, 
a, = c CL(Z, dbz. 
z:zvx=w 
Proposition 4. The minimum distance d of RM(P, S) is the minimum number of 
elements of X greater than or equal to any element x of S. 
Proof. Let CxeX a,v, = v E RM(P, S) and assume that a, # 0 for so:me maximal x 
in S. Then each of the equations given in Proposition 3 must contain at least one 
nonzero bt. However. no b, occurs in more than one equation, so there must be at 
least one nonzero b, for each w - >x. If a, is zero for each maximal element x of S, 
simply remove all maximal elements from S to get S’, note that v E 
repeat the argument. 0 
RM(P, S’) and 
Proposition 5. If a vector v in F” differs from v’ E RM(P, S) in fewer than id 
coordinates, v’ may be obtained from v by the following decoding process. For a 
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maximal element x of S, let a, be what a majority of the equations in Proposition 
say it should be. Subtract a,u, from v, delete x from S and repeat the process. 
3 
&o& By assumption, fewer than $d of the b,‘s are incorrect, so fewer than id of 
the equations are incorrect. Cl 
Fro~om 4. If S is not an order ideal of P, we can add elements of X below 
elements of S to S and thereby increase the dimension of RM(P, S) without changing 
n or (1. 
Pr&. n is the number of elements of X and d is not changed if we change S 
without changing its maximal elements. q 
4, Ewanlples 
We let X consist of the empty set, the vertices of a square, the edges of the 
square and the square itself. We let s be set inclusion. If S consists of the empty 
set and the four vertices, then R(P, S) is a (10,5,4) code. If we delete the square 
itwlf from X, then R(P, S) is a (9,5,3) code. If we delete the empty set (but not 
the square itself) from both X and S, then R(P, S) is a (9,4,4) code. (As is always 
the ca.se for posets Euierian over the integers, any choice of field is appropriate.) 
If we take P to be the subsets of an m element set, ordered by set inclusion, 
and take S to be the subsets of size r or less, we obtain a code of length 2” and 
minimum distance 2”-’ whose dimension is the sum of the first r binomia,l 
coefficients.. (It should be clear that if F is the 2 element field, these are the 
Reed-Muller codes.) In particular if m = 2s + 1, and r = s then k = 2”, and 
d-_2”” , so that k=$ and d=&. 
If we take P to be the subspaces of a vector space over a q-element field (q an 
odd prime power), then ~(x, y) is odd (a power of q) whenever x s y [ 11, and so 
over a field of characteristic 2, P is Eulerian. In general, the codes that arise in 
this w =‘r’ are not particularly impressive in comparison with Reed-Mu&r codes. 
If. for example, we use a 3-dimensional vector space (i.e., a projective plane of 
order q) and let S be the subspuces of dimension 0 and 1 (i.e., the empty set and 
the points), then n 
d=;J271-7-:. 
=2(q2+q+2), k=q2+(y+2 and d=q+3. Thus k=$v and 
Thus for large values of n, these codes will have about half the 
error correcting capacity of Reed-Muller codes. For q = 5, n = 64, k = 32 and 
d I= 8. The third order Reed-Muller code of length 64 has d = 8 also, but has 
k = 32. Other codes constructed from subspace lattices over odd order fields are 
similarly disappointing (or more so). A similar construction utilizing block designs 
gives no better results. 
WC can obtain interesting codes from non-Eulerian posets. For example:, let P 
lx! the poi :LS and lines of the projective plane of order 2 and the plane itself 
c~.!ered “jy bet inclusion. Then over a field t!f characteristic 3, ~(x, y) = 1 if x = y 
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and otherwise ~(x, y) = - 1. Thus P is not Eulerian. If we take S to be the set of 
points, then RM(P, S) has length 15 and dimension 7. (A generator matrix for 
RM(P, S) may be obtained from the dual of a difference set or projective plane 
code [4] by adding a column of ones and identity matrix to the generator matrix 
for the dual described in [4].) 
Now each basis vector Oi of the code has weight 5. Given 2 points of a 
projective plane, there is only one line they have in common, so a linear 
combination of two of the basis vectors Vi must have weight at least 6, since each 
of the 2 points is incident with 2 lines that do not contain the other point. If 3 
points lie on a line, each of the 6 other lines contains exactly one of these points, 
so a linear combination of the three basis vectors corresponding to these points 
will have weight at least 9* If 3 points are not colinear there are 3 lines that each 
contain e::actly one of the points, so a linear combination of the corresponding 
basis vectors must have weight at least 6. Given 4 points, if 3 are colinear, then 
there are 3 lines containing only one of them, so any linear col,nbination of the 
corresponding basis vectors must have weight at least 7. Finally given 4 points, no 
3 of which are colinear, all lines except for one contain a 2 element subset of the 4 
points, and all 6 2 element subsets are contained by exactly one of these lines. 
Thus for a linear combination of the four corresponding basis vectors to ‘have 
weight 4 or less, each basis vector must occur with a sign opposite each other basis 
vector-which is impossible! Since any linear combination of 5 or more of the 
basis vectors has weight at least 5 the code has minimum distance 5. 
With the exception of some of the Reed-Muller Codes, none of these examples 
are the best known codes. 
5. M&ius algebras 
The vector space 
Proposition 7. If x 
and Reed-MmUer codes 
F” is an algebra under componentwise multiplication. 
and y have a least upper bound in P, then V, l v, = v, ,,, s 
Proof. u,,,(i) = 1 if and only if x v y s Xi if and only if x s Xi and y =S Xi iff 
v,(i)= 1 and v,,(i)= 1. 13 
From Proposition 7 it is immediate that F” together with the basis of incidence 
vectors of P is isomorphic to the Mobius algebra [2] of P in the case that P is a 
join semilattice. In the case of a more general partially ordered set, the product of 
two elements u and w of X in the Mobius algebra of P is given by 
(This is the dual form of the product formula given in [2].) 
(9 K. P. Bogart 
Propodhion 8. The algebra F” with the basis of 
algcbm of P. 
incidence vectors is the Miibius 
Proof. The product formula given above follows immediately from 
U, l VW = c et 
1:t-U 
I=W 
since et = Ex :x ?, p.( t, x)u, as in Proposition 2. 
hop&tion 9. lf P is a join semilattice in which each element is a join of atoms, 
and s consists of t$e elements of rank r or less in P, then RM(P, S) consisla of all 
polynclmial?l: of degree r or less in the vectors v, with a an atom of P. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. El 
The algebr 3 of Boolean polynomials in m variables over a field F is 
6X,, x2. l l l t x,,]/(x:-x,,x;-x,, . . . ,x:-x,), 
ix,. the algebra generated by n idempotent indeterminates. 
Prqw&ion IO. lf P is the lattice of subsets of an m-element set M, then the map 
sending q,, to Xi for each i E M extends to an isomorphism of the Miibius algebra of 
P over F onto the algebra of Boolean polynomials over F. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. III 
MaeWilliams and Sloane [4] define the binary rth order Reed-Muller code of 
length 2” to ine Boolean polynomials of degree r or less regarded as a subspace of 
the space of all Boolean polynomials over the 2 element field. Thus from 
Proposition 0 and 10 it is clear that RM( P_ 5) is a Reed-Muller code when P is 
the lattice of subsets of a set and S is the collection of subsets of size r or less. 
6. We conjechres and qu&ionti 
A number of largely combinatorial problems, motivated by the theory of error 
correctirtg codes. arise from the sr:udy of incidence codes. The two motivations 
from coding theory are: 
Given #I and d, find the largest value of k for which an (n, k, d) code (perhaps 
c% a speciA type) exists. 
Fi.A faAlics of Cn,, k,, d, 9 codes C,,, one member of the family for each 
I numbers F I and ~~ such that for all m, k&z, > e, and &,/cl, > e2. 
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Conjecture I. If an incidence code of a convex polytope has length Z”, and 
minimum distance 2”-‘, then either the dimension of the code is less than that of 
the rth order Reed-Muller code or else the polytope is a simplex (and the code is 
thus the rth order Reed-Muller code.) 
Question 2. What is the maximum dimension of an incidence code of length n 
and minimum distance d? 
Conjecture 3. If {P,,, 1 m E I> is a sequence of Eulerian partially ordered sets and 
the parameters n, and k, of one incidence code for each member of the 
sequence satisfy k&r,,, > E, then lim,,, d,Jn, = 0. 
Question 4. What can one say about Eulerian poseis in general? What about 
posets that are Eulerian mod p? In particular, what can one say about a poset 
whose Mobius function ~(x. y) is odd whenever x s y? 
Question 9. Are the codes consisting of polynomials of degrees r or less in the 
incidence vectors of the atoms of a poset (regarded as a subspace of the Mobius 
algebra) better than incidence codes when the poset is not a join semilattice? 
Question 6, r\re the codes constructed by Liebler [3], using Mobius function to 
construct orthogonal parity checks, either incidence codes or a natural generaliza- 
tion of incidence codes? 
Question 7. Proiective and Euclidean geometry codes may be defined by using a 
different kind of incidence relation [4]. Our final example suggests that the 
relationships between the two kinds of incidence relations might prove fruitful. Is 
there a useful common generalization? 
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